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Abstract

Maintaining signal integrity in digital systems is becoming
increasingly di�cult due to the rising number of analog ef-
fects seen in deep sub-micron design. One such e�ect, the
signal crosstalk problem, is now a serious design concern.
Signals which couple electrically may not a�ect system be-
havior because of timing or function in the digital domain.
If we can isolate observable coupling e�ects then we can
constrain layout synthesis to eliminate them [1]. In this pa-
per, we �nd that it is possible to predict signal interaction by
signal functionality alone, leading to a signi�cant amount
of robust switching isolation, independent of parasitics in-
troduced by layout or semiconductor process. We introduce
techniques to predict signal interaction using functional sen-
sitivity analysis. In general sequential networks we �nd that
signi�cant switching isolation can be extracted with e�cient
sensitivity analysis algorithms, thus giving promise to the
goal of synthesizing layout free from crosstalk e�ects.

1 The Crosstalk Problem
With the advent of sub-micron design, today's designers
deal increasingly with analog e�ects arising from aggressive
semiconductor processes and circuits. These e�ects violate
signal integrity, something not normally a central part of
digital design and hence few tools exist in the digital domain
to help manage this problem.

Aggressive semiconductor process scaling is leading to
an increase in wire coupling. Unlike transistor devices, the
performance of interconnect does not scale well into deep
sub-micron process dimensions. Several measures of inter-
connect performance scale inversely with wire cross-section,
including increased resistance (delay) and current density
(electro-migration). Wire cross-section is being improved
through non-uniform scaling (using wires with higher as-
pect ratio), but this increases wire coupling.

Aggressive circuit design techniques, increasingly preva-
lent in high performance designs, include pre-charge cir-
cuitry, domino logic, and low voltage swing signals, all of
which are sensitive to coupling noise. Many of these cir-
cuits trade \noise margin" for increased speed. Thus, these
techniques increase susceptibility to crosstalk failures.

Until now, crosstalk noise has been managed within the
noise margin of level-restoring logic, maintaining the digital
design abstraction. A fundamental design assumption is
that digital signals do not interact; there has been little
development of methodology or tools to address coupling.

In the analog domain, low noise is the primary �gure of
merit, and shield wires are used to maintain signal integrity
of sensitive nodes. Shields work against the goal of digital
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Figure 1: Signal Interaction Space

process scaling: to place circuits closer together, minimizing
wire-length to gain performance. While there exist analog
synthesis tools which handle crosstalk, the complexity of
digital systems requires a di�erent approach.

1.1 Digital Noise

Coupling noise in the digital domain has characteristics of
which we can take particular advantage. Crosstalk is due
to signal switching, thus every signal can be an aggressor as
well as a victim of coupling noise. Crosstalk also causes dig-
ital systems to fail rather than degrade. A charge-storage
node can be accidentally discharged through capacitive cou-
pling, which we classify as a logic e�ect. Coupling can in-
duce additional delay, causing a logic path to exceed the
design clock period, which we call a delay e�ect. In both
cases, a signal can tolerate a certain amount of noise be-
fore onset of the e�ect; these are threshold e�ects. During
certain time periods or logic conditions digital circuits can
withstand large amounts of noise. Finally, we note that dig-
ital circuit noise is not random, as it is caused by switching
events. A switching event induces directional noise (e.g. in-
creasing or decreasing voltage) which has associated timing
and logic conditions. We can take advantage of crosstalk
noise thresholds, direction, timing, and logic conditions in
identifying observable noise e�ects.

2 Approach
Figure 1 illustrates three signal interaction axes: temporal,
functional, and spatial (physical adjacency). We envision
two major paradigms for managing signal integrity: post-
layout analysis and constraint-driven synthesis, illustrated
by the arcs in the �gure.

From layout (spatial information), one can identify po-
tential wire coupling problems due to long wire adjacencies
and then �lter these by considering temporal and functional
interaction to see if they induce a logical failure. Such an
analysis path is one taken by [3] using a crosstalk 'fault'
analysis tool. Failures can then be �xed by re-routing the
interacting signals.

The other, more powerful paradigm is to �rst analyze
signals for interaction and then use this analysis to guide
layout synthesis tools such as our channel router [1] to pro-
duce layout free from crosstalk e�ects. A system of con-
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straints is necessary because of the threshold nature of cou-
pling e�ects in digital systems (as opposed to introducing
an objective function, such as that used in optimization
for power or area). Constraint-driven synthesis leads to
a correct-by-construction result, requiring no layout iter-
ations to �x coupling problems. However, the number of
coupling terms in a digital system is potentially immense
and we propose taking advantage of the nature of digital
noise to cope with this complexity.

2.1 Digital Sensitivity

Considering interaction between signal pairs, we say victim
v is digitally sensitive to aggressor a if a can observably
a�ect v's system behavior. We represent this as D, a 0-
1 sensitivity matrix. Digital sensitivity annihilates many
coupling terms and dramatically simpli�es constraints.

2.1.1 Constraint System

Our constraint system is similar to that from an analog syn-
thesis paradigm developed in [7]. For coupling parasitics,
let Nv represent the coupling noise induced on victim node
v. Let qva represent the parasitic physical coupling between
v and aggressor a, introduced by the layout process. We
assume each aggressor swings the same amount of voltage
and so the amount of noise injected onto v is determined
only by the degree of physical coupling. Here, we de�ne
node v's noise sensitivity to this parasitic.

Sva =
�Nv

�qva
= AvaDva

Nv =
X
a

Svaqva � Bv

Here Bv is a node v's allowed threshold of noise and A
represents the analog or circuit level interaction between
node pairs, given by circuit analysis.

2.1.2 Layout Synthesis

Our previous work in constraint-driven crosstalk routing [1]
shows the trend that fewer shields are needed with increas-
ing digital isolation, and that about 50% isolation is needed
to have reasonable impact on �nal circuit area.

3 Digital Sensitivity Analysis
Digital sensitivity analysis considers interaction between
signal pairs at a logical, rather than electrical level. The
goal of sensitivity analysis is to extract as much signal iso-
lation information as possible, employing approximations
for e�ciency. The critical question is what amount of func-
tional isolation can be e�ciently extracted from networks.

3.0.3 Functional Digital Sensitivity

In this paper, we focus on predicting signal interaction
based on functionality in both combinational and sequen-
tial networks. In each domain, we �rst introduce analysis
of the functional transitions, i.e., the switching behavior
as predicted by the function at each node of the network.
Functional transition analysis is useful both as an intu-
itive illustration and more importantly, for speci�c types
of circuitry. For general CMOS circuitry, we must also con-
sider signal glitching behavior, which we introduce in Sec-
tion 4.4.4. We utilize a signal transition network to model
complete signal behavior. We present four domains and
methods of analysis: combinational logic, functional tran-
sition (CF); combinational logic, glitching transition (CG);
sequential logic, functional transition (SF); and sequential
logic, glitching transition (SG). Thus we build a complete
approach to functionally predicting signal interaction.
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Figure 2: Unobservable Signal Interaction

4 Combinational Analysis
In this section we introduce functional sensitivity analysis
for signal interaction in combinational networks, �rst for
the pure functional transition, and then including interac-
tion due to signal glitches in logic with hazards.

Consider the circuit in Figure 2. We can �nd a pair of
input vectors for primary inputs fx; y; zg which cause signal
a to rise while v falls. v's descent may be slowed if v and
a are physically adjacent in layout. However, in order to
observe this slowing at primary output o, z must be low. If
z is low, a cannot rise, and so this particular interaction is
unobservable. We formalize this analysis, including don't
care conditions, in the following sections.

4.1 Basic De�nitions

De�nition 1 A completely speci�ed Boolean function f
with n inputs and l outputs is a mapping f : Bn

! Bl

where B = f0; 1g.

De�nition 2 Let A � Bn. The characteristic function of
A is the function f : Bn

! B de�ned by f(m) = 1 if x 2 A,
f(m) = 0 otherwise.

De�nition 3 An incompletely speci�ed Boolean function
F with n inputs and l outputs is a mapping F : Bn

! Y l ,
Y = f0; 1; �g. F 's onset, o�set, and don't care set are:

f
1

= fm 2 B
n
j f(m) = 1g

f
0

= fm 2 B
n
j f(m) = 0g

f
DC

= fm 2 B
n
j f(m) = �g

De�nition 4 Let f : Bn
! B be a Boolean function and

xi an input variable to f . The cofactor of f with respect to
a literal xi(xi) denoted fxi(fxi) is a new function obtained
by substituting 1(0) for xi(xi) in every cube in f which
contains xi(xi).

De�nition 5 The observability don't cares (ODCs) at each
node y of a multi-level logic network N are conditions under
which y can be either 0 or 1 while the functions generated at
the primary outputs remain unchanged. Denoting primary
outputs z = fz1; :::; zlg, the complete ODC at node y is:

ODC(y) = fm 2 B
n
jzy(m) � zy(m)g

De�nition 6 A cover for the incompletely speci�ed
Boolean function F : Bn

! Y is any completely speci�ed
function f such that f(m) = 1 if F (m) = 1, f(m) = 0 if
F (m) = 0, and f(m) = 0 or 1 if F (m) = �.

4.2 Coupling Don't Care Conditions

The ODCs of an intermediate node in a logic network give
exibility to how that node is implemented (i.e. what cover
the logic induces). We can view ODCs as allowing some
perturbation of the logic function of an intermediate node
v (in our case, due to coupling noise). If this perturba-
tion remains within ODC(v), then it is unobservable, and
so we can consider v to be functionally insensitive to this
perturbation.



Wemay have multiple simultaneous noise sources to con-
sider. In the analog domain, we use a linearity approxima-
tion for multiple sources, which enables superposition. In
the digital domain, we parallel this approximation by re-
quiring that don't care sets are compatible, so that digital
sensitivity obeys the superposition principle. Thus, we de-
�ne o�set v0 and onset v1 using Compatible Observability
Don't Cares as described in [8]. Note that since CODCs are
not canonical, this de�nition of digital sensitivity is there-
fore not canonical.

v
0

= v � CODC(v)

v
1

= v � CODC(v)

4.2.1 Signal Transition Sets

When a victim node v switches under the same conditions
as a potential aggressor, we are concerned if we can observe
the �nal circuit state of the victim node as distinct from it's
intended �nal logic state. If these states are indistinguish-
able because of logic network don't cares, we consider this
a don't care signal transition.

De�nition 7 Let p; q 2 f0; 1g be signal states. A signal
transition set apq is a mapping apq : I�I ! B representing
the characteristic function of the input vector pairs in I�I
which cause signal a to transition from signal state p to q.
Note: a10 = a00 + a01 + a11.

De�nition 8 A care signal transition set, denoted c(vpq),
is a mapping cpq : I � I ! B representing the subset of
signal transitions vpq satisfying CODC(v) in the �nal state
q as follows:

c(v
pq
) = (f1g � fv

q
g) \ v

pq

4.3 Functional Transition Analysis (CF)

Suppose our victim transition vlm is sensitive to adjacent
signal transitions from p to q. Suppose further that under
the transitions of interest our network is hazard-free. Then
we can de�ne digital sensitivity with respect to functional
transitions vlm and apq:

De�nition 9 Let Dpq;lm
va be the digital sensitivity (func-

tional transition) of victim v with respect to aggressor a
when v is transitioning from state p to state q while a in-
terferes by transitioning from state l to m.

D
pq;lm
va =

�
0 if c(vpq) � alm = ;

1 otherwise
(1)

General signal interactions can be captured using this
functional sensitivity formulation. Consider the special de-
lay e�ect where a victim settles to signal state 0 only to
have an upward spike injected as it is being sampled by a
latch. This can be represented by DX0;01

va .

De�nition 10 For delay e�ects, where p = m, q = l, and
p 6= q, let Dpq

va denote Dpq;qp
va . Furthermore, let D"

va = D01

va

and D#

va = D10

va.

In hazard-free networks, delay e�ect isolation can be for-
mulated using pre- and post-conditions:

D
"

va =

�
0 if a � v + v1 � a
1 otherwise

(2)

D
#

va =

�
0 if v � a+ a � v0

1 otherwise
(3)

Note that if v � a and a = 1, then v = 1, so a cannot
oppose v falling; v � a is a general isolation precondition for
D#

va. If we recall the circuit in Figure 2, we were concerned
with this case of a slowing v's downward transition. In fact,
if we consider the postcondition for D#

va = 0, don't cares
on v prevent a's e�ect on v's downward transition from be
observed:

a � v0 ) D
#

va = 0

a 6� v; v
1

6� a ) D
"

va = 1

4.3.1 Method CF

Method CF is the use of Equations 2 and 3 on combina-
tional networks for analyzing functional transitions only.
Many noise-sensitive circuits, such as asynchronous or self-
timed logic, as well as pre-charge or domino circuitry, also
have the property that their logic is hazard-free. Thus the
analysis we have presented for functional transition inter-
action is directly applicable to these circuits.

Functional transition analysis is quite simple in the com-
binational case: here we simply use set containment tests
which involve functions of the network such as a, v, v0, v1

and their complements. We use Binary Decision Diagrams
to represent all functions and set computations. We apply
the formula in De�nition 9 to compute functional transition
interaction.

4.4 Full Sensitivity Analysis (CG)

General CMOS combinational logic, on the other hand, has
hazards which increase signal interaction problems as the
glitches they produce cause switching noise in both up and
down directions. Furthermore, glitches are di�cult to pre-
dict accurately and are often over-estimated, potentially
restricting functional sensitivity techniques to hazard-free
networks. In this section, we strive to capture complete
switching behavior of CMOS logic implementations in dig-
ital sensitivity analysis.

4.4.1 Hazard De�nitions

De�nition 11 Let transition cube [A;B] be all minterms
that can be reached when transitioning from A to B. A
Boolean function contains a static hazard for inputs from A
to C i� f(A) = f(C), and there exists some state B 2 [A;C]
such that f(A) 6= f(B).

De�nition 12 A Boolean function contains a dynamic
hazard for inputs from A toD () f(A) 6= f(D) and there
exists a pair of states B and C (A 6= B, C 6= D such that
B 2 [A;D], C 2 [B;D], f(B) = f(D), and f(A) = f(C).

De�nition 13 A combinational circuit for a function f
contains a static logic hazard for the input transition from
A to B () f(A) = f(B) and for some delay assign-
ment, the circuit's output changes momentarily during the
transition interval.

De�nition 14 A combinational circuit for a function f
contains a dynamic logic hazard for the input transition
from A to B () f(A) 6= f(B) and for some delay as-
signment, the circuit's output is not monotonic during the
transition interval.

De�nition 15 A controlling value at a gate input is the
value that determines the value at the output of the gate
input independent of other inputs. A non-controlling value
at a gate input is a value which is not controlling.



4.4.2 Digital Sensitivity with Hazards

De�nition 16 A glitchy signal transition set, denoted
g(apq), is a mapping gpq : I � I ! B representing the
subset of signal transitions apq which are hazardous (either
static or dynamic). A stable signal transition set, denoted
s(apq), is a mapping spq : I�I ! B representing the subset
of signal transitions apq which are hazard-free. Glitchy and
stable signal transition sets have the following relationship:

s(a
pq
) = a

pq
� g(apq)

g(a
pq
) = a

pq
� s(apq)

De�nition 17 Let Dpq;lm
va be the digital sensitivity of vic-

tim v with respect to aggressor a when v is transitioning
from state p to state q while a interferes by transitioning
from state l to m.

D
pq;lm
va =

�
0 if c(vpq) � (alm + g(a��)) = ;

1 otherwise

4.4.3 0-delay Stability

As we are analyzing logic networks in preparation for layout
synthesis, circuit delays are not accurately known. How-
ever, predicting circuit glitching typically requires knowl-
edge of gate delays. Here, we present a 0-delay formulation
of glitch prediction which is very pessimistic: it may predict
glitches that can only occur with non-causal circuit behav-
ior. While conservative, this formulation predicts signal
stability which is valid for any gate and wire delay assign-
ment. We compute the noise due to glitching g(apq) using
a recursive formulation of s(apq). Inverters introduce no
hazards, so their stability formula is simple:

INV : s(a
pq
) = s(y

p q
) (4)

For AND or OR gates, we formulate signal stability re-
cursively. Let a represent the output of the gate and xi
represent the i-th input. For the inputs, denote control-
ling and non-controlling values c and n respectively: AND:
c = 0; n = 1, OR: c = 1; n = 0. � represents an input don't
care. Signal stability is de�ned as follows:

s(a
cc
) =

X
i

s(x
cc
i ) (5)

s(a
nn
) =

Y
i

s(x
nn
i ) (6)

s(a
nc
) =

X
i

s(x
nc
i )
Y
j 6=i

s(x
n�
j ) (7)

s(acn) =
X
i

s(xcni )
Y
j 6=i

s(x�nj ) (8)

Here we have extended the stable low- and stable high-
value Equations 5 and 6 as de�ned in [5] to include stable
transitions (Equations 7 and 8). We assume inputs are
stable: (s(i��) = 1 for all input variables i.

4.4.4 Method CG

Method CG is the application of the full digital sensitivity
(De�nition 17) to combinational networks that have haz-
ards. We incorporate 0-delay signal stability (Section 4.4.3)
to include levelized timing, omitted for brevity.

For full signal behavior analysis, we implement the com-
putation of transition sets alm and vpq using a combina-
tional transition network composed of two copies of the orig-
inal combinational logic network. Each network CL(P ) and
CL(N) computes the response in the �rst and second input

vector spaces P and N respectively. To compute c(vpq) us-
ing Equation 8, we use the CODC extraction techniques of
[8]. We compute the stability sets s(apq) recursively using
the formulas in Section 4.4.3. We apply the digital sensi-
tivity formula in De�nition 17 to compute combinational
functional sensitivity.

5 Sequential Analysis
Analyzing combinational logic alone will predict signal in-
teractions which cannot occur in real machines. This is
because combinational logic is used to implement state ma-
chines in digital systems. State machines, by their very na-
ture, restrict the input transitions that the combinational
logic sees. Additionally, they have an associated initial
state and a transition graph, limiting the input transitions
to the logic even further, to the reachable set of transitions.

5.1 Set Projections and Images

De�nition 18 Let f : Bn
! B be a Boolean function and

x = fx1; :::; xkg be a subset of the input variables. The
existential quanti�cation (smoothing) of f by x is:

9xif = fxi + fxi
9xf = 9xi :::9xkf

De�nition 19 Let f : Bn
! B be a Boolean function with

support y = fy1; :::; ykg. Let x = fx1; :::; xkg be another
subset of variables, describing another subspace of Bn of
the same dimension k. The substitution of variables y by
variables x in f is the function of x obtained by substituting
xi for yi in f :
f
jy=x

= f(x) if xi = yi for all 1 � i � k

De�nition 20 Let f : Bn
! Bm be a Boolean function

and A a subset of Bn. The inverse image of A by f is the
set f�1 = fx 2 Bn

jf(x) = y; y 2 Ag.

5.2 Functional Transition Analysis (SF)

De�nition 21 A Finite State Machine is a quintuple
(I;O; Q; T; q0) where I is the (true) input space, O is the
output space, Q is set of states, with q0 2 Q as the ini-
tial state, and T is the transition relation, a subset of
I �Q�Q. We consider only deterministic �nite state ma-
chines: n = T (i; p); n; p 2 Q; i 2 I. Let R � Q denote the
set of reachable states of the machine.

We note that digital sensitivity is equivalent to whether
two transition sets such as apq and c(vqp) intersect. We
can reformulate using pre-conditions ((a = p) � (v = q)) and
post-conditions ((a = q) � vp) as follows:

pre(i; p) = prev(i; p) � prea(i; p) �R(p)

post(ni; n) = postv(n; n) � posta(ni; n)

R(p) restricts analysis to reachable transitions. Variables
ni in the post condition to reect the fact that inputs may
change with the state transition.

De�nition 22 Let Dva be the digital sensitivity in the se-
quential domain:

Dva =

n
0 if pre(i; p) � T (i; p; n) � 9nipost(ni; n) = ;

1 otherwise

To compute D, we image either the pre- or post-condition
using the next state function. We choose to formulate this
in terms of a reverse or pre-image step (using a one-step
BDD variable substitution):

Dva =

�
0 if f9ipost(i; p)gjp=n

\ pre(i; p) = ;

1 otherwise
(9)



5.2.1 Pre-Image Approximation

The pre-image step is e�cient because it smoothes away
inputs to the post-condition before substituting the state
variables for next state functions; primary inputs are the
support for all BDDs. However, this pre-image computa-
tion must occur for all node pairs, even if they have dis-
joint 'true' inputs, which are smoothed away before the
pre-image. A pre-image approximation comes from realiz-
ing that

f9ipost(i; p)gjp=n
� f9iposta(i; p)gjp=n

\ f9ipostv(i; p)gjp=n

and that equality holds if v and a have disjoint support in
true inputs i. Thus, for every node a we can pre-compute
the pre-image in the domain of original primary inputs. We
use the pre-image approximation as follows:

1. if pre-image approximations are disjoint, Dva = 0

2. else if a and v have disjoint true inputs then Dva = 1

3. else perform the exact pre-image

5.2.2 Method SF

Method SF is the application of Equation 9 to compute
sequential sensitivity for functional transition interaction.
This is applicable to sequential logic networks which are
hazard-free under the reachable transitions of the system,
such as asynchronous FSMs or synchronous systems con-
structed from domino logic.

Analyzing the interaction of functional transitions in se-
quential circuits can be accomplished using sets in I � Q.
The pre-image computation, with appropriate smoothing,
can be accomplished in the same domain. This fact keeps
the BDDs small and the computation fast by minimizing
the number of support variables. Thus Method SF is quite
e�cient.

5.3 Full Sensitivity Analysis (SG)

The glitching behavior of combinational logic tends to in-
crease signal interaction, while the nature of sequential logic
tends to restrict signal interaction and observability.

Figure 4 is the tiny shift register example from the
MCNC 1991 FSM benchmarks. Suppose we are concerned
with a delay e�ect on the downward transition of victim v.
Sequential digital sensitivity analysis with reachability pre-
dicts that potential aggressor a never transitions upward
when v transitions downward. However, a can glitch when
s1 = 1, injecting noise onto v, as shown by the timing dia-
gram. Yet, if we include ODC analysis, we see that s1 = 1
implies that any noise on v cannot be observed, and so this
is an unobservable signal interaction. Our analysis tool pre-
dicts, in fact, that D#

va = 0 for this circuit.

5.3.1 Method SG

Method SG is the application of De�nition 17, de�ned for
combinational networks, to sequential hazardous circuits.

For full signal analysis of sequential logic, we use a signal
transition network composed of two copies of the combina-
tional logic network of the original machine. As in the com-
binational case, each network CL(P ) and CL(N) computes
the response in the �rst and second input vector spaces P
and N respectively. However, for the sequential case, we
connect the next-state outputs n of the �rst machine to the
state inputs of the second machine, as illustrated in Figure
3. E�ectively we have partially 'unrolled' the state machine
one level. The support of the BDDs is kept small: the do-
main of all sets is I�Q�NI, where NI is the true primary
input space of the sequential machine. The imaging step

CL
(P)

i

CLp (N)n

o ni

Figure 3: Sequential Transition Network
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s1
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in0

out0
s2

a

s1

in0

v

Figure 4: Sequential Example: Shiftreg

is implicit in the network construction. The pre-image ap-
proximation has a similar approximate network construc-
tion.

We compute the reachable states R for both Method SF
and SG using the techniques of [2].

6 Results

In Table 1 we show the isolation measurements of a set of
ISCAS89 sequential benchmarks, synthesized using SIS's
'script.rugged' script and mapped for minimum delay. For
each example, we list its name, number of inputs i, latches
l, and nodes n. The measurements are the percentage of
signal pairs which are isolated (insensitive) from UP noise,
considering each signal as a victim. CPU time in seconds is
for a 300MHz DEC Alpha processor. For glitching measure-
ments, we assume a unit-delay model, assigning min/max
levels to nodes and analyze using a timed version of the
signal stability equations in Section 4.4.3.

For combinational logic, we note that Method CF ana-
lyzes the functional transitions including ODCS (�rst col-
umn) quite fast, with a resulting average isolation of about
15%. Method CG in column two includes glitching behavior
and here we see the isolation numbers drop dramatically.
Method SF in the third column shows that functional tran-
sitions in sequential systems are well isolated (about 40%).
Note that including reachable states does not signi�cantly
increase isolation. Method SG, in the fourth column illus-
trates a most interesting result that adding glitching behav-
ior does not reduce isolation (here, 28%) nearly as much as
in the combinational case. We assign this to the combina-
tion of the transition function restricting input transitions
(controllability) and the ODCs restricting observability of
signal interactions.

Finally, we note that the computation time of Method
SF is aided a great deal by the pre-image approximation.
In Table 2 the �rst column shows that the approximation
algorithm yields isolation numbers quite close the exact re-
sults in the second column, but with dramatically smaller
CPU times. The �nal column shows the e�ect of using the
approximation algorithm as a �lter.



Table 1: Functional Analysis Results

Combinational Sequential
Example Method CF Method CG Method SF Method SF Method SG

ODCs
Glitch
ODCs

DCs
Reach
ODCs

Reach / Glitch
ODCs

i l n ISO(%) CPU ISO(%) CPU ISO(%) CPU ISO(%) CPU ISO(%) CPU

s344 15 9 123 12.2 0.7 6.0 1.5 31.2 2.0 37.1 5.0 17.8 8.1

s349 15 9 123 12.9 0.6 6.0 1.3 30.7 2.5 37.5 5.0 18.4 8.5
s382 21 3 151 9.8 1.0 2.0 1.8 35.3 3.2 41.1 9.4 30.1 5.7
s386 6 7 103 27.2 0.6 7.1 1.6 52.0 1.6 58.7 1.7 36.5 1.4
s400 21 3 145 9.4 0.9 2.0 1.6 33.6 2.6 40.0 9.8 29.2 5.5
s420 16 18 146 23.6 1.6 - space 60.1 3.1 60.1 94.1 40.7 89.7
s444 21 3 139 8.2 0.9 1.8 1.7 33.1 2.7 38.7 9.3 27.9 5.8
s510 6 19 239 28.1 2.4 7.4 5.2 62.0 3.1 67.1 3.3 47.5 3.9
s526 21 3 138 8.2 0.9 2.2 1.5 30.3 1.9 38.7 8.7 26.6 6.2
s641 17 35 160 5.7 3.2 1.1 42.4 13.8 53.8 35.6 112.7 30.3 144.8
s713 17 35 157 5.6 3.1 1.1 35.9 13.4 52.8 35.6 131.1 30.3 157.6
s820 5 18 277 30.3 4.3 7.1 9.9 51.5 11.9 53.7 13.7 32.8 9.1
s832 5 18 275 28.3 5.0 6.1 10.7 47.0 16.1 48.4 18.3 26.6 10.1

Table 2: Pre-Image Approximation Results

Approx PreImage Filter
Example ISO(%) CPU ISO(%) CPU CPU

s344 30.9 1.2 31.2 13.7 2.0
s349 30.5 1.4 30.7 17.2 2.4
s382 31.4 1.0 35.3 10.3 5.7
s386 44.5 0.5 52.0 1.7 1.1
s400 29.9 0.9 33.6 6.9 3.5
s420 58.6 0.8 60.1 4.6 2.3
s444 29.5 0.9 33.1 7.8 4.0
s510 61.9 1.6 62.0 10.0 2.5
s526 28.1 0.9 30.3 11.1 2.9
s641 10.1 1.9 13.5 21.0 17.8
s713 9.9 1.9 13.4 19.6 16.6
s820 48.8 2.4 51.5 13.7 7.9
s832 43.8 2.6 47.0 16.2 10.0

7 Conclusions
Our results show that the level of switching isolation we can
e�ciently extract from logic networks is quite promising for
constraining layout synthesis to avoid crosstalk e�ects. We
are in the process of applying these techniques to industrial
circuits where we have already found signi�cant temporal
isolation, and hope the combination will give us enough
isolation to route large circuits free from crosstalk e�ects.

The ability to synthesize high-speed circuits free from
critical crosstalk noise has several implications on design.
Crosstalk delay e�ects are hard to predict or measure, mak-
ing delay correlation between design and silicon quite di�-
cult. Without digital sensitivity, designers could be overly
cautious when shielding sensitive nodes of hand-designed
high performance circuits. Moreover, signal integrity man-
agement could spread the use of these circuits to synthesis,
for example in the control sections of microprocessors. The
ability to manage crosstalk also has implications on the de-
sign of VLSI manufacturing processes. Global process opti-
mization determines the feature sizes of interconnect layers
from design performance tradeo�s, including wire aspect
ratio. If we can manage crosstalk noise as part of design,
process engineers can be more aggressive in increasing wire
aspect ratio to optimize overall interconnect performance.

Digital sensitivity can also be applied to modern analog
designs, such as switched capacitor �lters, which have dis-
continuous waveforms not unlike digital systems, to manage
signal integrity at a functional level.

Digital sensitivity is a new critical link between logic and
physical design which will hopefully provide key insights
into how these di�erent design abstractions can be merged
as digital circuits become more analog in nature.
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